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Low Noise Amplifier With 7-K Noise
at 1.4 GHz and 25 ◦C

Sander Weinreb , Life Fellow, IEEE, and Jun Shi , Member, IEEE

Abstract— This article describes a low noise amplifier which
is believed will have a transformative impact because of
the following characteristics: 1) the noise temperature at a
physical temperature of 25 ◦C is a factor of 4 lower than
typical commercial LNAs; 2) the noise decreases to 4.5 K at a
temperature of −40 ◦C, a temperature realizable with solid-state
coolers; 3) the LNA has an integrated, extremely stable noise
source to facilitate measurement of system noise temperature;
and 4) the amplifier is powered by a dc voltage and controlled by
a tone signal on the RF output cable thus requiring no additional
wiring. The amplifier benefits systems in the low microwave
frequency range with low background temperature, such as those
for space communications and radio astronomy, but without the
capital and maintenance costs of cryogenic systems. This article
describes the construction and test results with an emphasis on
the manufacturability and accuracy of the noise measurements.
Finally, the noise of a system deploying the LNA is described.

Index Terms— LNA, low noise amplifier, noise temperature,
smart LNA.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE topic of this article is a low noise amplifier operating
at ambient temperatures with an exceptional noise tem-

perature of 7 K at 1.4 GHz. This is much lower noise temper-
ature than that available in commercial LNAs as discussed in
Section VI and is not just the minimum noise temperature of a
transistor driven by an optimum generator but is the measured
noise temperature at the 50-� input connector of a rugged
weatherproof enclosure. The amplifier performance exceeds
that of early cryogenic amplifiers introduced by one of the
authors 40 years ago [1] and with solid state cooling to −40 ◦C
has comparable noise to more recent cryogenic amplifiers [2]
at frequencies below 2 GHz. The development was motivated
and supported in part by work on DSA110, a 110 × 4.6 m2

array for detection and location of fast radio bursts (FRBs),
currently one of the hottest topics in astronomy.

The rationale for the exceptional noise is a superb InP
HEMT transistor [3] coupled to an extremely low loss input
matching network to be described in Section II. Most LNAs in
this frequency range utilize GaAs or SiGe transistors in surface
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mount monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) pack-
ages with a microstrip input network. Our LNA instead utilizes
an InP transistor die, wire bonded to a relatively large, high-
impedance, and suspended-substrate input transmission line.
The typical loss of the input network and transistor package
of previous LNAs in the low microwave frequency range is
greater than 0.3 dB from the input connector to the transistor
gate. This adds 21 K to the noise temperature of the intrinsic
transistor and explains why commercial LNAs have greater
than 30-K noise even with very good transistors. An exception
is the 2016 article by Schleeh et al. [4] describing a 0.35- to
1.05-GHz LNA with 10-K noise.

The most important, unexpected finding of our work is that
the measured noise temperature decreases from 7.4 to 4.5 K,
a factor of 1.64 when the absolute temperature is decreased
from 313 to 233 K, a factor of 1.34, an effect that is contrary to
thermal noise which produces noise temperature proportional
to physical temperature. This was first observed over 20 years
ago by Murti et al. [5] which showed a 1.92 reduction in min-
imum noise temperature for a 1.5 reduction of absolute tem-
perature from 300 to 200 K. However, this finding was ignored
and most subsequent very low noise LNA papers concentrated
on noise at cryogenic temperatures. Our careful measurements
show the same effect, which has not been explained to date
but is a topic of current research, see [6], [7], which is beyond
the scope of the applied experimental work presented here.
However, in Section III, we show that a circuit analysis using
the well-established Pospieszalski’s model [8], [9] replicates
the measurement results when the hot-electron noise [10] is
adjusted.

The amplifier has application in receiving systems where
the background noise temperature, Tb, is low, of the order
of 10 K, as is the case when the LNA is connected to a
low-loss antenna with a beam pointed at the cold sky [2].
This occurs for satellite communications and radio astronomy
but not for terrestrial communications where Tb ∼ 300 K.
In the low background case, for high-performance systems
utilizing large and expensive antennas, cryogenic LNAs with
noise temperatures <10 K are currently utilized. This increases
system cost dramatically (∼$100 K) mostly for the cryogenics,
which also has a high operating cost for power and mainte-
nance. The LNA we describe in this article is thus a low-cost
solution for these applications and enables arrays with multiple
feeds on a large reflector or arrays of large numbers of small
antennas. The cost per unit area of large antennas increases
with antenna diameter and thus, for a given required total
area or gain, large arrays of small antennas have less total
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Fig. 1. Amplifier is housed in a water-tight aluminum block with exterior
dimensions of 86 × 54 × 22 mm3.

cost if the receiver cost is small. Thus, the ambient LNA
we describe decreases the optimum array element size for a
minimum total cost and can greatly reduce the cost of large
collecting area systems. A future advancement of this principle
is the proposed DSA2000, a 2000 element × 5 m diameter
dish array [12], with a wider frequency range, 0.7–2 GHz,
which may utilize microcooling of the input transistor to take
advantage of the decreased noise at 233 K.

In Section IV, the performance of the amplifier installed in
the DSA110 radio telescope array is described both to show
the LNA noise is low compared to other noises in the system
and also to give additional confidence to the noise measured
in a very different manner, with the Y factor determined by
an absorber at ambient temperature and divided by the cold
sky background temperature.

II. DESCRIPTION

A photograph of the amplifier with cover removed is shown
in Fig. 1. The construction is a compromise between require-
ments for the following.

1) Extremely low loss input matching network and input
connector. The losses need to be a fraction of 0.1 dB
which would contribute 7 K to the noise. This is real-
ized by a suspended substrate high impedance line on
Rogers 5880 material in a 1-cm-square outer conductor
cross section. To reduce input connector loss, a special
silver-plated type N connector with a raised boss around
the dielectric is utilized to reduce outer conductor con-
tact resistance.

2) Ease of manufacture including wire bonding to the
input transistor with small pads. Access to many sur-
face mount components is also required for testing and
maintenance.

3) DC isolation of the input transistor gate to allow biasing
and protection. An internal noise calibration signal must
also be injected with very low loss.

4) Environmental protection as the LNA will be typically
used outdoors with a direct connection to an antenna
feed. The initial approach was a split block design to
allow easy access to the bond wires connecting the
input transistor die to the printed-circuit board (PCB).
However, this was abandoned due to the difficulty of
environmental sealing between the three chassis parts.
The deep-chassis approach shown in Fig. 1 has been
implemented with the wire-bonding performed prior to

Fig. 2. LNA block diagram. The input matching network is a
suspended-substrate line while interstage networks are microstrip.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the RF portion of the LNA. Bias settings for stage 1
are: Vds, Ids, and Vgs, are: 0.6 V, 20 mA, and +0.1 V, and for stage 2 are:
2.5 V, 30 mA, and +0.4 V. Igs and Igd magnitudes for stage 1 are both less
than 0.001 μA. The LNA module draws 58 mA at +4 to +6 V with internal
calibration OFF and 82 mA with it ON.

epoxy bonding of the PCB within the chassis. This
allows O-ring seals between the chassis and a flat cover
and, also, between connectors and the chassis.

A block diagram of the LNA is shown in Fig. 2 with a
simplified schematic in Fig. 3, and the model of the first stage
Diramics InP high-electron-mobility c transistor [3] in Fig. 4.

The circuit passive elements were determined by manual
optimization of the circuit using the AWR circuit simulator
using criteria of noise and S11 for the input and interstage
network and S21 and S22 for the output network. The key
component is a 45-mm-long input transmission line with
155-� impedance. The second stage is a Mini-circuits SAV-
581 surface mount transistor.

A unique feature of the LNA is the internal noise calibration
source. Most high-performance receiving systems include a
noise calibration source based upon a noise diode and direc-
tional coupler inserted between the antenna feed and LNA.
However, the ambient temperature insertion of these compo-
nents would contribute too much loss and noise (typically
0.2 dB and 14 K), so a very low loss internal calibration source
is included. The initial implementation of this source was
with a terminated transistor but this had too much variation
with temperature and a surface mount avalanche diode noise
source was then utilized. This source has been temperature
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Fig. 4. Small signal and noise model of the first stage transistor appropriate
for LNA design below 5 GHz. Omitted are all capacitors <0.01 pF, inductors
<0.1 nH, and resistors <0.1 �. Gate leakage is <0.001 μA and generates
negligible noise. The model is scaled from the 4 × 62.5 model [1] with values
slightly changed after wafer probe measurements at Caltech.

compensated and will be the subject of another publication.
The noise is best modeled as a current source injected into
the LNA-to-feed connection and thus the noise temperature
is dependent upon the impedance of the feed. The injected
temperature can be measured in the lab with a 50-� source,
but the most relevant value needs to be determined with
the LNA connected to the feed. This is accomplished by
comparison of the internal calibration noise temperature to
that determined by the hot versus sky Y factor realized as
absorber material covering the feed aperture compared with
the cold sky. The internal calibration signal can then be utilized
to easily determine the time variation of the system noise
temperature, Tsys.

III. MEASURED AND MODELED PERFORMANCE

The LNA module S parameters and noise were measured
in an Espec SU-241 bench-top temperature-controlled
chamber with forced air controlled at set points from −40 ◦C
to +40 ◦C. In addition, a thermocouple sensor was attached
to the module and indicated a temperature with 2 ◦C of the
air temperature. The measured S21 and S11 magnitudes versus
frequency at three different temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.
The stability of the gain and input match versus temperature
are remarkable with less than 1-dB gain variation from −40 ◦C
to +40 ◦C; a coefficient of −0.012 dB/◦C. This is at the gate
and drain bias voltages fixed by regulators within the LNA.
The bias voltages and currents at 25 ◦C are given in the
caption of Fig. 3. The measured 1-dB gain compression power
at 1.4 GHz is −24 dBm at input and +13.7 dBm at output.

Further confidence in the LNA model is shown in Fig. 6
which compares measured and modeled S parameters of the
LNA at 27 ◦C as a function of frequency. The measured S12

is < −48 dB from 0.01 to 2 GHz.
The most important results of this article are shown

in Figs. 7 and 8 which depict the frequency and temperature
dependence of the noise. The shape of the modeled and
measured noise differs somewhat due to measurement error
above 1.5 GHz (where the amplifier match is poor) and due

Fig. 5. Expanded view of measured S21 and S11 parameters showing small
variation with temperature from −40 ◦C to +40 ◦C.

Fig. 6. Measured (solid lines) and modeled (dotted line) S parameters
at 27 ◦C.

Fig. 7. Measured noise versus frequency at −40 ◦C, 0 ◦C, and +40 ◦C, and
modeled noise at +40 ◦C for a typical LNA.

to modeling error which did not include the electromagnetic
modeling of the transition between the suspended substrate
input transmission line and the bond-wire connection to the
transistors gate pad. However, the important message in this
data is the large variation of noise versus temperature inde-
pendent of frequency.

The linear component of decrease in noise shown in Fig. 8
would result in negative noise temperature below 127 K and
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Fig. 8. Measurements versus temperature at 1.4 GHz of 22 LNAs showing
average noise temperature, T50, measured with 50-� source, rms deviation,
and computed Tdrain to give measured noise. Note that the S-parameters
shown in Fig. 4 change very little with temperature, and changes such as
transconductance in the model are not the source of the noise variation with
temperature.

thus there must be upward curvature at lower temperatures.
Noise measurements of the LNA below 233 K are difficult
because the voltage regulators in the bias circuit do not
operate below −40 ◦C and the transistor is not properly
heat sunk for cryogenic measurements. The bias problem was
circumvented in a special test unit but the poor heat sinking
caused errors due to different thermal time constants in the
vacuum cryocooler setup used for the measurements. The most
believable result from these tests is a noise of 2 ± 1 K at
120 K. Future investigations with better heat sinking and an
optimum cryogenic noise matching circuit should result in
even lower noise.

An important source of error in LNA noise versus temper-
ature measurements is the noise due to the connecting cable
between a cold LNA and the noise source-off termination at
ambient temperature. For the data in this article, the connecting
copper cable was 30 cm long with a loss of 0.22 dB which
was entered into the noise figure analyzer as a predevice-
under-test attenuation at 300 K. This subtracts 15.5 K that can
be validated with a measurement without the cable. However,
the cooling of the end of the cable near the LNA at −40 ◦C
reduces the 15.5 K added noise by 1.0 K and thus must
be added as a correction to the LNA noise indicated by the
analyzer. This assumes 0.15 dB of the cable loss is at the
average temperature of the two ends. This estimate is not
large compared to the measured 3.4-K noise reduction due
to cooling of the LNA.

To dig deeper into the temperature behavior of the noise
the AWR circuit simulator was utilized with the Pospieszalski
noise model [4], [5] applied to the Diramics transistor [1]
model shown in Fig. 4, and the remaining LNA circuit. This
allows the sources of noise and their temperature dependence
to be identified as shown in Table I. It is important to note
that all resistances in the HEMT model represent thermal
noise at ambient temperature except the drain-to-source
resistance which is at a high temperature, Tdrain, to represent
the hot-electron noise. Thus, this one number and the ambient
temperature, Ta , gives a complete noise model of the transistor

TABLE I

MEASURED AND MODELED NOISE AT −40 ◦C TO +40 ◦C

TABLE II

NOISE PARAMETERS OF THE LNA AT +40 ◦C

including key quantities such as the minimum noise, Tmin,
and generator impedance, Zopt, to achieve Tmin.

The modeled noise is a combination of thermal noise in
the input network (parameter_TEMPK in AWR), thermal
noise in the input transistor (Ta in the transistor model),
hot electron noise in the input transistor (Td in the model),
and second stage noise, all shown in Table I. These are all
referred to a 50-� generator at the input. By superposition,
the noise components add to a total close to the measured
total noise and do so because the drain noise temperature,
also stated in Table I, has been adjusted accordingly. It is
surprising that Tdrain is reduced by a factor of 12 for only a
change of 313/233 = 1.3 in absolute temperature.

The complete noise model of the LNA allows the noise
parameters to be computed as shown in Table II. The noise
parameters allow the noise wave coming out of the input of
the LNA to be calculated; a useful quantity for closely coupled
feeds or antennas.

IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Two of the LNAs described in this article have been installed
on a radio telescope at the Caltech Radio Observatory, near
Bishop, CA, USA. The telescope shown in Fig. 9 is part of the
DSA110, a dual-linear polarized, 110-element radio telescope
array requiring 220 LNAs. An expansion to DSA2000, a 2000-
element, radio camera for the 0.7–2 GHz range [12] is being
proposed.

An important criterion for the sensitivity of the array is
the system noise temperature, Tsys, with components shown
in Table III. With the LNA described in this article, a Tsys
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Fig. 9. (a) 4.6-m prime focus paraboloid. (b) LNAs mounted on low-
loss, dual-linear polarization feed. (c) Feed mounted at the prime focus of
paraboloid.

TABLE III

COMPOSITION OF MEASURED SYSTEM NOISE

of 22 K has been measured by the absorber versus sky Y
factor method. The values for cosmic background, galactic,
and atmospheric noise are known from many previous studies
and with errors of the order of 1 K due to weather and direction
of the antenna. The values for spillover, feed blockage, and
feed loss are from extensive analysis of the feed using CST
software and may vary by 2 K due to antenna elevation angle
and soil moisture.

A previous version of the array utilized a more conventional
LNA with a noise temperature of 32 K and Tsys of approxi-
mately 60 K. The 38-K improvement was due to 25 K from the
LNA and 13 K due to reduction feed loss and spillover. This
system temperature is comparable to that obtained in cryogenic
radio telescope systems such as the 100-m telescope at the
Green Bank Observatory. [13].

V. NOISE CALIBRATION

Commercially available noise sources such as the Keysight
N4000A have a stated ENR calibration uncertainty of

Fig. 10. Two methods of using LN2 cooled terminations to measure the
noise of an LNA and then calibrate noise diodes for faster measurements.

±0.16 dB in the 0.01–1.5 GHz range [14]. This is adequate
for the measurement of noise figures in the decibel range
but not for the subject LNA with 0.10-dB NF. Expressed
in noise temperature error, the uncertainty is ±11 K. The
noise temperatures reported in this article have been measured
with an N4000A noise source calibrated by 50-� terminations
immersed in liquid nitrogen, LN2, nearly 77.4 and 300 K.
The error in this type of calibration is limited by several
factors which are discussed below. Taking these errors into
account the accuracy of the noise measurements presented in
this article is estimated to be ±1 K in the 1.3–1.5 GHz range.

The basic procedure for calibrating the ENR of a noise
diode is to measure the noise out of an LNA with hot and
cold thermal noise standards at its input. The same LNA is
then measured with the diode noise source with ENR adjusted
to give the same noise temperature. The cold termination is
connected to the LNA through a coaxial line near 77 K at one
end and near 300 K at the end connected to the LNA. The
noise contribution of this coaxial line must be known and is
computed from the dimensions and conductivity of the metals
versus temperature as described in [15].

The calibration has been performed with two very different
apparatus which are shown in Fig. 10 with results compared
in Fig. 11. The apparatus shown in Fig. 10(a) is a small
LN2-cooled vacuum Dewar designed by one of the authors
at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in 1987. The
50-� cold termination is thermally connected to the bottom
of a spherical LN2 tank in the vacuum chamber and also
has a platinum-resistance temperature sensor attached to the
termination. As a check, the simple setup shown in Fig. 10(b)
has been used and consists of a rigid coaxial line with SS outer
and BeCu inner conductor connected to a 50-� termination
which can be dipped in LN2. The results of noise temperatures
measured by both methods are compared in Fig. 11 with <1 K
discrepancy between 1.3 and 1.5 GHz. In the 1–2 GHz band,
the peak discrepancy is approximately 3 K as discussed below.

The sources of error in the calibration are as follows.

1) In Fig. 10, the termination in (a) is heat-sunk to the
bottom of a small tank of LN2 in the vacuum chamber
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Fig. 11. Noise temperature measurements using the two methods of Fig. 10.
There is good agreement in the design frequency range, 1.28 to 1.53 GHz of
the current LNA.

TABLE IV

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK ALL IN COAXIAL ENCLOSURES

WITH NOISE REFERRED TO INPUT CONNECTOR

but there is a thermal gradient between the termina-
tion temperature and the LN2 temperature. A platinum
resistance temperature sensor is closely attached to the
termination and reads 80.4 K. For (b), the termination
is in liquid LN2 at 77.1 K for 200 m above sea level.

2) The cold terminations are connected to the LNA used
for calibration by low-loss 3.58-mm-diameter coaxial
lines. In the case of (a), the loss of this line at 300 K
is 0.055 dB and the noise at the LNA type N jack is
calculated to be 83.7 K including the 0.025 dB loss of
an SMA/N adaptor. For case (b), the line loss at 300 K
is 0.13 dB, and the noise at the LNA input jack is
calculated to be 82 K.

3) The impedances of the cold and hot noise standards and
of the noise diode in ON and OFF states are close to 50 �
with a measured reflection coefficient of < −30 dB.
However, the error due to the source mismatch depends
on S11 of the LNA shown in Fig. 4, which is of the order
of −15 dB at in the 1.3–1.5 GHz range but just a few
decibels at 2 GHz. This causes errors which are as large
as 3 K in the 1–2 GHz range and are difficult to correct.
The most dominant error due to mismatch is the change
in gain of the LNA between hot and cold terminations.
To mitigate this error all measurements are made with
the same termination for cold and hot with temperature
changed by adding LN2.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results of this article compared to previous low noise
amplifiers, both at ambient and cryogenic temperatures, are
shown in Table IV.

In conclusion, this article has presented the following unique
or novel findings.

1) Table IV shows 4.2 times lower noise at 1.4 GHz
compared to the best commercially available
ambient-temperature LNAs we have found. This
can have a large impact on systems with low
background noise such as utilized in space-to-ground
communications, GPS location, or radio astronomy.

2) In Fig. 7, a large decrease in noise with cooling to
−40 ◦C, an effect not predicted by existing HEMT noise
theory and a challenge to further theoretical work.

3) In Table III, the presentation of measured system noise
with the LNA installed on an antenna; these results
corroborate with laboratory tests.

4) Introduction of an internal noise calibration source for
measurement of system noise.

5) In Table II, the presentation of the modeled four noise
parameters of the LNA; this is usually not included in
LNA papers.

6) In Section V, the presentation of the noise source cali-
bration using two different LN2 noise standards.

7) Introduction of a design using a suspended-substrate
transmission line bonded to a transistor die from a new
InP HEMT foundry (Diramics).

The LNA is the first approach to “smart LNAs” which
include multiplex circuitry for monitor and control utilizing
tones on the output coaxial cable which also supplies dc
bias. In the present case, the internal noise calibration source
is controlled by the detection or absence of a 32 kHz tone
which is on when the calibration noise is desired. This tone
is easily filtered from the dc bias and RF circuitry and is OFF

during normal operation. It is suggested that future “smart
LNAs” will include microprocessors and nonvolatile memory
for bi-directional control of functions such as input switching,
frequency range, and gain along with monitoring of dc bias
current, temperature, and log-RF output power.
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